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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we introduce the property of uniform, almost orthogonality 
which is enjoyed by properly chosen sets of characteristic solutions of a 
second-order linear differential equation with an almost periodic coefficient [l], 
(l-1) 
Viewed as an initial value problem (1.1) is the equation of an oscillator 
with almost periodic (a.p.) parametric excitation. Equations of this type arise 
in the study of dynamic buckling of elastic systems, such as the beam column 
subjected to a.p. longitudinal loading (see, e.g., Ref. [2]). In Ref. [3] it was 
shown that for a special form of (1. I), 
g+ 
(  
a - 2 5 qj COS 2Ajt y = 0, 
i=l ) 
bounded a.p. solutions of (1.2) were obtained for specific values of a depending 
on the (qJ. The form of these a.p. solutions is given by 
y1.2 = e”YD(~t), (1.3) 
in which D(t) is an a.p. function whose Fourier exponents are linear combina- 
tions with integral coefficients of the {2Ai} in (1.2). The solutions of (1.2) were 
classified in Ref. [3] according to the arithmetic relationship between the 
number iA,, , termed the characteristic exponent, and the numbers (&}. 
When A,, satisfies some relationship 
(mj integers), (1.4) 
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the fundamental solutions (1.3) can be combined to yield either an even or an 
odd solution of (1.2) which is a.p. These solutions are termed the characteristic 
solutions of order (m, , ma ,..., mN). In what follows we will show that selected 
sets of these characteristic solutions enjoy the property of uniform almost 
orthogonality (to be defined below), and that this property may be employed 
to obtain estimates of the magnitude of the real characteristic exponent, p, 
of the solutions of (1.2) which are of the form 
Y~,~ = e+~t@b(it), (1.5) 
and which when combined appropriately to give even and odd fundamental 
solutions yield unbounded or unstable forms. 
2. UNIFORM ALMOST ORTHOGONALITY 
Having established the existence of characteristic solutions corresponding 
to distinct characteristic numbers in Ref. [3], it is natural to inquire if these 
solutions possess any of the properties associated with characteristic solutions 
of other self-adjoint second-order differential equations. In the case of the 
Sturm-Liouville problem, with homogeneous boundary conditions, we have 
the well-known result that the characteristic functions are orthogonal and 
form a basis for the expansion of quite general functions. Similarly, in the case 
of the Mathieu equation subject to the periodicity condition, we find that the 
characteristic functions display the same properties. Here, we ask if the charac- 
teristic solutions of Eq. (1.2) (the a.p. solutions), derived subject to the 
condition that they be a.p., are uniformly almost orthogonal in a sense defined 
below and if they form the basis for approximating an arbitrary function. 
Furthermore, we inquire as to whether such an expansion can be considered 
as being a best approximation in the mean, in any sense. We consider the 
solutions corresponding to different characteristic numbers for fixed (e> in 
the a.p. Mathieu equation 
g + [am - 2 C Qj COS 2hjt 1 ym. = 0, j 




We admit for each yi either set of the initial conditions for which charac- 
teristic solutions have been derived, 
or 
Y,(O) = 1, Y,(O) = 0, 
Y,‘(O) = 0, y,‘(O) = 1. 
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Multiplying the first equation by y,, and the second by y,,, and subtracting 
the second from the first, we get 
d% 
Yn dt2 --Ym$$+(a, - a,) y,y, = 0. (2.3) 
Integrating over an interval of as yet undefined length, 7, yields 
[mm’ - mzm’l; = (an - am> bards) y&> ds. (2.4) 
We now have the setting in which to determine the conditions under which 
the integral appearing in Eq. (2.4) can be made arbitrarily small for arbitrarily 
large 7. To make clear what we mean by “arbitrarily small for large 7,” we 
state the definition of uniform almost orthogonality. 
DEFINITION. A set of functions {yi} is said to be uniformly almost 
orthogonal if given E > 0, 
(1) There exist numbers T such that 
7 
Is I ycyj = %j < E for i # j; 0 
(2) The numbers T are relatively dense. 
We note that the second requirement is essential, as it is in the case of the 
definition of almost periodicity, since the integral in (2.4) can always be made 
small by choosing 7 small enough. The definition given here is similar to the 
definition of almost orthogonality in Ref. [4], where in the terminology of 
this paper it is required that xi xi 1 cii 1 < 00 while no restriction is imposed 
on the magnitude of each eii . At the same time, in Ref. [4] the definition is 
made with respect to a specific interval oft and no requirement for the relative 
density of the end points of suitable intervals is imposed. The qualifying term 
“uniform” in the definition of this paper is meant to connote the two require- 
ments that 1 l ij 1 < E for i # j and that suitable intervals may be found 
anywhere along the real line. In these respects the use of the word “uniform” 
parallels its use in the definition of uniform almost periodicity as in Ref. [I]. 
Examining the left side of Eq. (2.4), we see that the integral will be small 
if 7 is a translation number of ym , ym’, yn , and yn’. This result leads to two 
problems, the first of which is establishing the almost periodicity of the 
derivatives of the characteristic solutions, and the second is the determination 
of the conditions under which a set of a.p. functions and their derivatives 
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will possess common translation numbers. The former question is resolved 
by showing that yn’ is the bounded integral of an a.p. function and is therefore 
a.p. itself. It is easily seen from (1.2) that with yn bounded and a.p., yl is also 
bounded and a.p. The boundedness of yn and yz implies that yn’ is bounded 
PI. Thus, yn ’ is the bounded integral of the a.p. yk and is as a consequence 
also a.p. We have then that the Fourier series of yn’ may be obtained from 
the series for yn by straightforward termwise differentiation. 
We now come to the question of the conditions for the existence of transla- 
tion numbers common to the four functions ym , ym’, yn , yn’. We may 
suggest intuitively that the condition for two functions to have the same 
translation numbers, which play the part of “almost periods,” must be 
related to the proximity of their respective frequency spectra. It is natural to 
expect that two functions with the same Fourier exponents but with different 
Fourier coefficients will come close to imitating themselves after a certain 
interval, but with perhaps different degrees of approximation. These intima- 
tions prove to be precisely the case. Favard gives the result in Ref. [5], 
which states that a necessary and sufficient condition for a set of functions 
to have the same translation numbers is that the modules of their Fourier 
exponents be identical, or in the terminology of Ref. [3], that the functions 
have the same spectrum. As noted, it follows from the almost periodicity 
of the ylz’ that their spectra are identical to those of the yn , respectively. 
Thus the question of the existence of common translation numbers for 
(y, , yn’, ym , y,‘) is reduced to that of the existence of a common spectrum 
for yn and ym. . 
The spectrum of a characteristic solution was given in Ref. [3] as 
sP(Yz) = &, * 24 f 2rx, f .** + 252X,}, 
z = 0, l,..., r = 0, l,..., Q = 0, l,... . P-5) 
Thus the conditions for the existence of common translation numbers for 
two characteristic solutions of (1.2) is that 
A,, = A,, + 2mA + 2md, f ‘** f 2m,h,, (2.6) 
or, using the equivalence relation (-) for frequencies employed in Ref. [3], 
ho, - Am 
(2.7) 
(if & - ha, = 5 rn& and m,(mod 2) = 0, i = l,..., N). 
61 
We may return now to (2.5) and make explicit computations in two cases 
of interest. In the first case (A), we consider a finite set of spectrally equivalent 
409/36/l -8 
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characteristic solutions, and, in the second case (B), an infinite set of spectrally 
equivalent solutions for which the following inequality is satisfied: 
1 > 2: [I a, - a, [] > y  > 0. 
Case A. Given E > 0 and a finite set of distinct characteristic solutions 
of (1.2) which have the same spectrum, we may find a relatively dense set of 
translation numbers (T} relative to +/4, where 7 = min,,, 1 a, - a, 1 and 
$4 < 1. 
As a consequence, the following relations are satisfied : 
and 
Ymk) = Ym(O) + 61, 
YmW = Ym'Ko + E2 9 
Ynb-) = m(O) + -53 3 
m'(T) = m'(O) + E4 9 
j = 1,2, 3,4. 
Evaluating the left side of (2.4), we obtain 
(m(O) + ~3)bLa'ua + E2) -Y7&(0)Ym'(0) 
- (Ywm + 4Yn'(O> + E4) +Y?mm’to) 
= tan - 4 
s 
:Y&) m(s) ds. (2.11) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Simplifying, we get 
(a, - 4 j:~rnt~)~n(S) h = •3~wz'(O) + l 2rnUN - l 1~n’tO) - ~4~mtO) 
+ <3<2 + ElE4 * (2.12) 
Using the initial conditions for the characteristic solutions and (2.10), we 
obtain 
(2.13) 
Thus the conditions of the definition of uniform almost orthogonality are 
met by any finite set of characteristic solutions which are spectrally equivalent. 
Case B. The proof in the case of infinite set is carried out in a similar 
fashion with only the use of (2.8) introduced. 
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3. EXPANSIONS OF ARBITRARY FUNCTIONS 
Let us consider now the approximation of an arbitrary well-behaved 
function,f(t), in terms of the elements of a set of normalized a.p. uniformly 
almost orthogonal functions, &(t), over an interval [0, T]. Here T is a transla- 
tion number relative to some E for all the & , and the magnitude of the inner 
products of C& and CJ~~ , ] cii /, will be less than some <. In the usual manner, 
we denote the correspondence between f(t) and its Fourier development 
relative to the C& in the following manner: 
Denote a partial sum of the series in (3.2) as 





We now evaluate the integral of the square of the difference betweenf(t) and 
Pi&), 
E.w = I ; [f(t) - P,&)12 dt = 1; [f2(t) - 2f(t> Pnr(t> + PN2(t)l dt. (3.5) 
Replacing P&t) by its expansion (2.4) gives 
Ejv = 1: /f’(t) - 2 2 hA(t)f(t) + [ $ b&(t)] ‘1 dt. (3.6) 
Vl=O 
Using (3.2) and the definition of uniform almost orthogonality we find 
EN = 
I 
‘f”(t) dt - 2 5 b,c, + 5 b,2 + ; f cijbibi , (3.7) 
0 ?L=O Tk=O &O j=o 
i#j 
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The sums in (3.7) may be rewritten to give 
EN = 
s 
)2(t) dt + f (b, - cm)2 - ngo c,‘J + i 5 Eijbibj . (3.8) 
n-0 &O j&J 
ifi 
At this point, we must depart somewhat from the usual procedures of 
Fourier expansions. We note that the choice of the 6, which will minimize 
the error in the approximation now depends on the eii and hence on 7. 
Sincef(t) and th e c, are fixed for fixed 7, the criterion for minimizing the 
error in the approximation becomes 
@iv -co 
ah 
K = 0, 1, 2 ,..*, N. (3.9) 
Performing the indicated partial differentiation of the expression in (3.8), we 
find 




Expanding this equation gives the linear system of equations for the b, in 
terms of the Ck , 
b,, + qd, +q&st+.- =q,, 
clobo + b, + cl262 + *.. = cl, 
We note that as the l ij approach zero, the solution of this set approaches 
b,=CK, (3.12) 
which is the result for truly orthogonal systems ($3. 
Thus the use of the Fourier coefficients, c, , evaluated from the inner 
product of f(t) and &(t), gives an expansion which is only close to a best 
approximation in the mean, with the precision being dependent upon the 
cij . In the manner of Ref. [4], a modified Bessel’s inequality may be derived 
for these expansions. The value of such an expansion is not immediately 
manifest; however, we may look to the uses of the Mathieu functions for 
possible applications. In application, the periodic Mathieu functions which 
are themselves expressed as Fourier series are used to expand general periodic 
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functions. The motivation for this procedure generally arises from a differen- 
tial equation (partial or ordinary) which exhibits some of the features of the 
Mathieu equation itself [7]. In general, the physical problems which are 
solved involve the satisfaction of a periodic boundary condition, a suitable 
analog to which eludes us for the present. We give below an application of 
uniform almost orthogonality to the computation of characteristic exponents 
for the unstable solutions of (1.2). The technique follows in principle that 
given in Ref. [7] and is subject to the characteristic inexactitude which the 
extension from periodicity to almost periodicity introduces. 
4. AN APPLICATION OF UNIFORM ALMOST ORTHOGONALITY 
We consider the case in which we are given the values of a and qi in Eq. (1.1) 
and find the point to lie in an unstable region of the stability diagram, a(q,). 
We look for solutions in the Floquet form, 
y1 = e@-D(t), 
yz = eOW(-t), (4.1) 
where @(t) is an a.p. function whose module is equal to the module of the a.p. 
coefficient in (1.2). The unstable region in which we find the point {a, qj} is 
bounded by the odd and even characteristic surfaces corresponding to a 
specific characteristic frequency, A, . The characteristic frequency, A, , is 
as indicated an integral frequency in the sense of Ref. [3], i.e., A, = 
mA -I- mA + ... + mnXn . We may, therefore, identify a uniformly almost 
orthogonal set of normalized functions which are solutions to (1.2) for the 
fixed qj and the different a,, b, , and which have characteristic frequencies 
equivalent to A, mod(2hr , 2h,, 2X, ,...). We will denote the even and odd 
functions as C, and S, , respectively, where the subscript % replaces the 
n-tuple of integers identifying the characteristic frequency, i.e., (ml , m2 , 
ms ,..., m,). Similarly, we denote a sum over all the n-tuples equivalent to A, 
and satisfying (2.6) as&,I, . Inserting the form (4.1) into (1.2), we get 
cut p(t) + 2@‘(t) + @@j(t) + (a - 2; qj cos 2h,t) Q(t)] = 0. (4.2) 
Since Q(t) has the same module as C, and S, , we expand Q(t) in terms of 
these uniformly almost orthogonal functions, 
W) - c A&, -I- &is,. (4.3) 
F-A0 
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Inserting (4.3) into (4.2) yields 
c A, (C; + 2pC; + pzCr + [a - 2 C qj cos 2\1t] CE) 
ii-A, j 
+ & BA (S; + 21.45’ + &%i + [a - 2 C qj cos 2h,t] Sa) E 0. 
0 j 
(4.4) 
At this point, we make use of the fact that the characteristic functions satisfy 
an equation of the form (1.2), 
c; + (ua - 2 c q, cos U,t) CA = 0, 
j 
ASi + (bfi - 2 C qj COS Ujt) SE = 0. 
j 
(4.5) 
Solving (4.3) for the second derivative and inserting the result in (4.4) gives 
#Z Afi( a - a, + p2) Cfi + B,(a - b, + p2) S, 
0 
+2p c A,&‘+ B,S,‘r 0. (4.6) 
I-A, 
We multiply (4.6) by another member of the set of characteristic functions, 
C, , and integrate between 0 and T, the first translation number, 
7 
SIC A& - a, + p2> C&E + B& - b, + p2) S&S 0 Ii-A, 
+ 2p(A,C,-‘Cii, + B&C,)/ dt g 0. (4.7) 
We are interested then in evaluating the following types of integrals: 
I= I 
’ C,CB dt, 
0 
II = s ’ S,C, dt, 0 
III = J 




’ S,‘&, dt. 
0 
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’ CT,‘&, dt. 
0 
Since C, and S, are elements of a normalized uniformly almost orthogonal 
set, we state that 
I= 
s 
T C,-& dt = l irfi , n # ti, 
0 1 n = iFi, 
II= T 
I 
SdCii, dt = rlcE, 
0 
where 
V = jr &SE dt = yiiE fi # H, 
0 1 n = E, 
(4.8) 
Considering the integrals IV, VII, we note that the integrand is the product 
of two even a.p. functions in the first and two odd a.p. functions in the 
second. These integrands will in general have a free term, and the integrals 
in general will not be small and we indicate their values as 
i 
’ S,‘C, dt = K,, , 
0 
s 
‘I C,‘S, dt = H,, . 
0 
(4.9) 
The two remaining integrals III and VI present somewhat more difficulty. 
The integrand in each being the product of an odd and even a.p. function is 
a.p. and odd, and has zero mean value (no free term). We make use of these 
facts as follows: setting C,C, = g(t), 
1’ g(t) dt = j”’ g(t) dt + j:,, g(t) dt = ST” g(t) dt + 1”’ g(s + 7/2) ds. 
0 0 0 0 (4.10) 
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By the almost periodicity of g(t), 
g(s + 7/2) = g(s - r/2) + E(S) with / e(s)1 < 4. (4.11) 
Thus 
I * CE’Cfi dt = j ;‘g(t) dt + j:“g(s - 42) ds + j;‘2c(s) ds. (4.12) 0 
Letting u = s - 7/2 in (4.12), we get 
s 
’ C,‘C, dt = jr” o g(t) dt + J‘D7,2s0 du + s”,,, 44 du. (4.13) 
0 
Now making use of the oddness of g(t), we have 
I ’ C;Cfi dt = j” 0 --7,2 44 du < 7 . (4.14) 
Similarly, we get for the integral VI, 
(4.15) 
Alternately, we may recognize in III that Cff is an odd a.p. function with 
the same module as the C, and S, . We may expand it then in a series in the 
s Pii 
C,’ N C D&3,. (4.16) 
PA, 
Inserting this form in the integral gives 
where we have invoked the uniformity of the convergence of the Fourier 
series of an a.p. function. We have obtained then, two estimates for the 
integrals III and VI, each indicating that under some circumstances they will 
be small. We will assume in what follows that they are small compared to 
terms which are not multiplied by any E, 7, or y. 
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Returning to (4.7), we may now insert the various estimates for the integrals, 
neglecting all terms O(E), etc., 
A,(a - aii + p2) + 2p 1 B&,, gg 0. (4.18) 
ii”&) 
Repeating this procedure, multiplying (4.6) by S, , and integrating, we get 
Bm(a - bfi + p2) + 2p c A,HEii, s 0. (4.19) 
ii-A0 
We now make use of uniform almost orthogonality to relate KAE and H,, . 
Recalling their definition (4.9), we have 
K,, + H,, = 
I 
; [S;CR + S&‘] dt = [&C,]; = O(E). 
Thus to B(E), 
K,, = -H,, . (4.20) 
Using (4.20), (4.19) becomes 
B&a - biii + pa) - 2p c AfiKITiii. 
Ii-A0 
Changing the index in (4.21), solving for B,, and inserting it in (4.18) yields 
or 
(a - aE +p2) A, +4p2 1 1 ATK’rKfifi N 0. 
fi-,jO rwA, (a - hi + P”>- 
(4.23) 
The resulting equation (4.23) may be regarded as a multidimensional infinite 
set of linear equations in the A,. Hence it might be amenable to the gener- 
alized continued fraction expansion approach for determining t.~ employed in 
Ref. [8]. We may obtain an algebraically simple, though crude, estimate for p 
by restricting Q(t) in (4.3) to a one-term Fourier series, 
w - A&, f B,S, , (4.24) 
where 5 corresponds to the order of the characteristic surfaces of integral 
order nearest to the point (a, Q~). Contracting the sums in (4.23) for just 
n = j = M gives a quadratic equation in ~2, 
4p2(K,,J2 + [a - air, + p2][a - b, + p2] = 0. (4.25) 
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For small p, we may neglect p4, and we get, 
(UE - u)(u - b,) 
p2 = 4(K,,)2 + 2a - UE - 6, . 
(4.26) 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The property of uniform almost orthogonality of a set of functions has 
been defined and shown to be a natural extension of the concept of ortho- 
gonality paralleling in form the extension from periodicity to almost period- 
icity. The property is displayed by sets of characteristic solutions of (1.2) and 
finds its use in the computation of the characteristic exponents of the solu- 
tions of the almost periodically parametrically excited oscillator. Knowledge 
of these exponents makes it possible to evaluate the degree of instability of 
the solutions and would permit, for example, the determination of the neces- 
sary amount of damping which might be introduced into (1.2) to guarantee 
stability. 
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